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Much of last quarter’s Outlook 1 was about the rapidly
spreading coronavirus and its impact on the economy
and financial markets. The most current data we had
was as of April 14 when it was sent to clients. At that
point there were 1.92 million cases and more than
120,000 deaths reported due to Covid-19 globally.
Today (July 14), the numbers are 13.1 million and
573,042, respectively (Chart 2).
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Chart 2: Covid-19 Confirmed Cases & Deaths
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Major stock indices gained 15% to 25% in the second
quarter after suffering sharp losses during the first
quarter. The gains were the result of massive monetary
and fiscal easing. Risk assets received a further boost as
the number of new cases in Italy, Spain, New York City
and other hotspots began to decline rapidly in April.
The hope that lockdown measures would be relaxed
continued to power stocks and corporate bonds in May
and early June (Chart 1).

The measures taken to control the spread of Covid-19
have varied widely at home and abroad and its spread in
different geographic areas reflects the scope of the
measures taken to control it. New York is an example of
how lockdowns, social distancing and mask compliance
can be effective.
As we noted last quarter, once infection rates level off
or reverse, the public’s sense of emergency dissipates
and people push back against loss of liberty and
livelihood.

Chart 1: Broad Based Risk Asset Indices

This appears to be the case with the recent acceleration
in new cases in states across the Sun Belt (Chart 3) that
were largely spared during the beginning of the
outbreak in March and did not clamp down on mobility
and public gathering. Cases in these states surged after
many rushed to reopen their economies in May. The
result is that many of these areas are walking back their
reopenings and reclosing bars and indoor dining at
restaurants as many young people in particular
disregarded social distancing and face mask
recommendations officials say.

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data
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admitted to the ICU ranges from 39% to 72% depending
on the study and characteristics of patient population,”
according to the CDC.

Chart 3: Confirmed Cases with 7-Day Moving Avg.

This can be seen graphically using a 23-day lag on the
Covid-19 deaths data (Chart 4). It suggests they were
expected to bottom out around now and only start
ticking up again around the end of this week.
Chart 4: US Virus Situation Using 23 Day Lag for Fatalities

Bars are daily figures; solid lines are seven day moving averages.
Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

This isn’t to conclude that fatalities necessarily will
surge. Dr. Anthony Fauci said the average age of US
Covid-19 patients has dropped by 15 years compared
with a few months ago and we know that age is a key
factor in vulnerability, so that’s encouraging. It is just to
suggest that it would be a bit hasty to declare victory at
this point as case numbers are still accelerating. Suffice
it to say that the trend is worrying. And, contrary to
what some believe, more testing does not explain the
rise in case counts. The fraction of tests coming back
positive has been trending higher in Florida, Texas and
Arizona.

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data:
Bloomberg uses Johns Hopkins University data

For most, it is accepted that the US has not gained
control over its virus outbreak. Daily confirmed cases
blew through April’s peak on June 25 and then soared
another 51% by July 11. However, it seems that rising
infection numbers no longer worry investors – that it
has become old news.

It is worth noting that US hospitalizations for the
disease are rising once again, even if deaths, so far, are
not (Chart 5). Nevertheless, we reiterate that the Covid19 morbidity (severe illness) rate is much more
important than the mortality rate, for two reasons.

Instead, there is a greater focus on the shifting
demographics of those getting infected now compared
to April (younger people) – hence the narrative that
fatality rates will be significantly lower. And if deaths
do continue to decline, it is argued that the US
economic reopening can resume with full intensity as
the country learns to live with the virus.

Chart 5: US Hospitalizations for Covid-19

Complacency should be kept in check if for no other
reason than because of the lag between reported
infections and deaths. Some early estimates put that lag
at 23 days, but it may be longer now due to more testing
and better treatment. The CDC website implies an
average 14 - 17 days between first symptoms of illness
and ICU admission. This means that the June 25
breakout in case numbers should only now begin to
show up in ICU admissions, with related deaths
occurring later again. “Mortality among patients

Source: The COVID Tracking Project
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First, it is morbidity rather than mortality that swamps
the finite and limited intensive care unit (ICU) capacity
in healthcare systems. Second, the evidence now
suggests that many recovered Covid-19 victims suffer
long-term damage to their lungs and/or other vital
organs such as kidneys, the liver, and the brain. This is
the case even for apparently mild cases of the disease
that do not require hospitalization.

2008, the last trading day before Lehman Brothers
declared bankruptcy during the Great Financial Crisis.
Chart 6: S&P 500 Bear/Bull Profiles

Therefore, we don’t obsess about the Covid-19
mortality rate. Instead we focus on the morbidity, or
hospitalization rate. The threat from Covid-19 is not
that it will kill you. It almost certainly will not. The
threat is that it will make you ill and, in some unlucky
cases, permanently ill.
In discussing investment strategy in last quarter’s
Outlook, we laid out our rationale for our cautious
outlook. Much of the analysis was based on the stock
market’s history during and following bear markets and
recessions, and the implication of a significantly
reduced corporate earnings outlook as a result of Covid19.

---TODAY line on chart is as of April 1, 2020
Source: BCA Research
Chart 7: S&P 500 September 12, 2008 to May 29, 2009 &
February 19, 2020 to April 11, 2020

Looking at US stock market history, we noted that of
every S&P 500 Index (SPX) drop of at least 20% since
1929, the quickest peak-to-trough descent was the crash
of 1987 when stocks dropped precipitously in an
environment without significant economic distress.
During that episode, it took 79 days for the market to
bottom. This is three times longer than this year’s
selloff between February 19 and March 23. Other bear
markets took considerably longer to find a bottom –
between 141 and 708 days.

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Our fourth angle was to evaluate the outlook for the
stock market based on its valuation. We noted that given
the significant decline in stocks since mid-February,
many had claimed that stocks had become “cheap” and
that while it is true that stock prices were much lower,
price and value are not the same thing.

We also looked at a model with a strong correlation
coefficient (0.91) that used the speed of the market
decline, the SPX’s trailing price/earnings (P/E) ratio,
the unemployment rate and the change in the Institute
for Supply Management (ISM) manufacturing survey as
its inputs. This model projected a peak-to-trough
timeframe for the selloff of 298 days assuming peak
unemployment of 10% (actual peak was 14.7% in
April) and a decline of 15 for the ISM (actual change
was 24.7). Even using optimistic assumptions of an
increase of only 3.5% for the unemployment rate and a
decline of 5 for the ISM, the number of trading days
from market peak to bottom was projected to be 70 –
sometime in early June.

Coming into 2020, the consensus of analysts’ estimates
for SPX earnings per share (EPS) for the year was close
to $175. Actual EPS for 2019 was $152. Therefore,
analysts were projecting an increase of 15%. On April
11, the estimate had dropped to $143 for 2020 which
resulted in a P/E ratio at almost 20 – the same elevated
level at which it ended 2019 even though the price had
dropped 14.5% since January 1.

Additionally, we included Chart 6 that illustrates the
current market path along with average and median
paths of the SPX following a 20% decline. This chart
implied a market low around the end of the third
quarter. This is consistent with the message from Chart
7 comparing the SPX since its pre-Covid-19 peak on
February 19 with its performance after September 12,

Today, the year end estimate has dropped to $125
(Chart 8) while the SPX has increased in value 12.3%.
The result is that the forward P/E ratio stands at 25
(Chart 9) – a level not seen since mid-2000 just prior to
the 45% decline following the tech bubble.
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With conventional monetary policy (changes in short
term interest rates) constrained by the zero lower bound,
central banks turned to unconventional tools, the most
important of which were asset purchases (government
bonds, mortgage backed securities and corporate
bonds), lending backstops, and forward guidance. 2
These tools blurred the line between fiscal and monetary
policy. To some extent, this was by design. By offering
to buy government debt in unlimited quantities and at
extremely low rates, central banks incentivized
governments to run larger budget deficits.

Chart 8: S&P 500 Analyst EPS Estimate for 2020

Chart 10: Massive Policy Stimulus

Fiscal Stimulus as a % of GDP: 2008 – 2010 Vs. 2020*

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Chart 9: S&P 500 Forward Price/Earnings Ratio

Monetary Stimulus: Fed Balance Sheet Total Assets**

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

The explanation for the strong recent returns from risk
assets in the face of weak economic data and corporate
earnings lies squarely with monetary and fiscal policy.
Never have policymakers done so much in such a short
period of time to prop up the financial markets and the
economy (Charts 10).
Thanks to generous transfer payments from the federal
government, personal income in April and May even
surpassed February’s pre-pandemic peak (Chart 11).
The aid has allowed households to pay their rent and
service their debt, shielding landlords, banks and many
specialty lenders from much of the anticipated pressure
on revenues.

*Source: BCA Research
**Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

While still mostly in negative territory for the year, the
recovery in risk assets as measured by many major
indices that began on March 23 and continued through
June 8 has been breathtaking and has far exceeded our
expectations three months ago to say the least. While
risk assets have rallied, we have remained cautiously
positioned causing us to underperform this quarter.

The Federal Reserve, which had more scope to cut
interest rates than most other central banks, brought the
fed funds rate down from a range of 1.50% to 1.75% to
a range of 0% to 0.25%. As helpful as this action was, it
fell well short of the more than five percentage points in
easing that the Fed has delivered, on average, during
past recessions.

Since our last publication three months ago, the SPX
has advanced 10.8% with all the gains accruing between
May 13 and June 8 (Chart 12 green box). Our view
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spending and investments. Thus, forward guidance about future policy
can influence financial and economic conditions today.

Forward guidance is a tool that central banks use to provide
communication to the public about the likely future course of monetary
policy in order to help individuals and businesses make decisions about
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today is that while the SPX is in an uptrend, the health
of the stock market is weak.

On December 31, 2019, the weighting of the top five
stocks was 16.6%. Their share of the Index has now
surpassed every year-end total for the SPX’s five most
heavily weighted companies including 1999, when it
amounted to 16.7%. Microsoft is the only top-five
holdover from 20 years ago. Cisco Systems Inc., Exxon
Mobil Corp., General Electric Co. and Walmart Inc.
were the others.

Chart 11: Washington Keeping Households Afloat

Chart 13: S&P 500 Four Years

Note: Red shaded areas indicate recessions
Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Chart 12: S&P 500 Year to Date as of July 13, 2020

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Table 1: S&P 500 Index Top Five Holdings
Apple Inc
Microsoft Corp
Amazon.com Inc
Facebook Inc
Alphabet Inc (parent of Google.com)

5.92 %
6.17 %
4.90 %
2.25 %
3.40 %
22.63 %

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Table 2: Year to Date S&P 500 Sector Returns
S&P 500 Index
Information Technology
Consumer Discretionary (25% Amazon.com)
Communication Services
Health Care
Consumer Staples
Materials
Real Estate
Utilities
Industrials
Financials
Energy

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Using the SPX as a benchmark, US stocks are once
again above their long term averages (linear regression
and 200 day moving average) after falling more than
three standard deviations below in March (Chart 13).
Strong performance from the stocks that carry the most
weight in the SPX has resulted in these companies
continuing to dominate the overall performance of the
Index. The top five stocks now account for 22.6% of the
Index (Table 1).

-3.09%
14.95%
7.23%
-0.31%
-0.81%
-5.66%
-6.92%
-8.53%
-11.14%
-14.64%
-23.65%
-35.34%

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Table 3 illustrates the impact the top five stocks and the
top two sectors have had on the performance of the
SPX.

While the SPX has experienced a very strong recovery
since bottoming in late March and is down only -3%
this year as of June 30, the performance of the majority
of sectors and stocks within the indices doesn’t come
close to matching the index (Table 2).

Looking at investment styles, growth and momentum
stocks (consisting mainly of stocks in the technology,
consumer discretionary and health care sectors) have
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significantly outperformed value and dividends (Table
4).
Table 3: Year to Date Returns
S&P 500 Index
S&P 500 Excluding Top Five Weighted Stocks
S&P 500 Excl. Technology and Cons. Discretionary
S&P 500 Equal Weighted Stock Index

stocks rising versus the number falling) has been
sinking fast and this has proven a reliable leading
indicator in the recent past, warning that a pullback is
looming (Chart 14, bottom panel, red line).

-3.09%
-7.87%
-9.06%
-10.77%

Any hiccups in the technology space will negatively
reverberate through the broad stock market: currently
the S&P technology sector plus the FANG group
(Facebook, Amazon, Netflix & Google) comprise 40%
of the SPX. Thus, as tech goes so goes the SPX.

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Table 4: Year to Date Returns
S&P 500 Growth Index
MSCI USA Momentum Index
S&P 500 Value Index
Dow Jones Select Dividend Index

I’ve often said that hope is a lousy strategy, but these
days it is looking pretty good. Given the economic
outlook and any semblance of realistic earnings
expectations, many of the highest flying stocks seem to
be fueled by just that – hope. Not only are risky asset
markets shrugging off the ongoing acceleration in
Covid-19 case rates in the US and elevated valuations,
but the speculative, narrative-driven corner of the stock
market is going positively parabolic (Chart 15).

7.93%
5.19%
-15.52%
-21.68%

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Bob Farrell has been an investing legend for decades.
He was the chief stock market analyst and senior
investment advisor at Merrill Lynch for 45 years. He
has a widely circulated list of ten rules of investing (see
page 10). Rule number seven is “Markets are strongest
when they are broad and weakest when they narrow to a
handful of blue-chip names.” “Narrow” has rarely been
truer than today’s market, especially for the NASDAQ
Index. Not only do the top five SPX stocks comprise
roughly 23% of the index, but the same five tech titans
carry a 40% weight in the NASDAQ Index. This seems
excessive and carries a lot of risk in case of even a mild
disappointment.

So how much of US equity valuation is based on crazy
valuations as we head into earnings season? The answer
looks like “a lot,” though hope seems to be concentrated
at the very top of the market pyramid. For certain large
speculative favorites, any investment case justifying
current stock prices looks like a work of fiction.
Chart 15: Year to Date Returns

The collapse in interest rates and policy support by the
authorities has boosted the NASDAQ’s forward P/E to
the stratosphere (Chart 14, top panel) and the longer
these high flying stocks defy gravity, the more painful
the eventual breakdown will be.
Chart 14: NASDAQ Trouble?

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Cameron Crise at Bloomberg did a “hopes and dreams”
analysis of the stock market that disaggregates market
valuation into book value (the total value of a business'
assets found on its balance sheet, and represents the
value of all assets if liquidated), the net present value of
expected earnings over the next three years, and
everything else – the “hopes and dreams” of future
earnings that are not yet forecast. The more that hopes
and dreams dominate equity valuation, the more
speculative the market pricing is. What he found is that
the gap between hopes and dreams, and tangible
earnings expectations and book value is now the

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Already there are tentative signs of trouble brewing
beneath the surface. NASDAQ breadth (the number of
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greatest since the aftermath of the dot-com bubble in
1999 (Chart 16).

recent trailing 12 month EPS is $0.16 – represent less
than 30% of Tesla’s valuation. Book value is a trivial
3.6%, which leaves hopes and dreams for 2030 and
beyond to account for 68.5% of the company’s value.
The equivalent figures for Amazon and Microsoft, are
61.9% and 50%, respectively (Chart 18).

Chart 16: Disaggregated Drivers of US Equity Pricing
3 Year EPS, Book Value & “Hopes and Dreams”

Chart 18: Components of Current Valuation
Earnings Through 2009, Book Value and “Hopes & Dreams”
Amazon.com, Tesla & Microsoft

Source: Bloomberg

The top-heaviness of this rally is a function of high risk
appetite and narratives rather than hard-nosed earnings
expectations over the next few years. In recent quarters
a significant wedge has emerged in the valuation drivers
between the SPX and its equal-weight version (which
gives Royal Caribbean as much influence as Microsoft).
At the end of June 2018, the hopes and dreams of the
SPX was 5% higher than that of the equally-weighted
version (51% to 46%.) As shown in Chart 17 below,
that gap had ballooned out to 17% (57% vs 40%.). The
gap peaked in 2000 at 28%.

Values in each year is the net present value of earnings expectations
discounted by the Company’s 5 year bond yield
Source: Bloomberg

Historic (solid line) and Projected (dotted line) Earnings Per Share
Amazon.com & Tesla

Chart 17: Disaggregated Drivers of US Equity Pricing
S&P 500 Index and S&P 500 Equal Weighted Index

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Adding to our caution on the earnings outlook for 2021
and beyond is the president’s weakening re-election
prospects and the Democratic Party’s agenda of reregulation, tax hikes, minimum wage hikes, energy
curbs, price caps, and anti-trust probes.

Source: Bloomberg

In addition to analyzing the SPX as a whole, Crise
disaggregated the equity valuation of three large highfliers: Amazon.com, Tesla and Microsoft. Each of these
stocks has annual earnings estimates going out to 2029,
which in itself is a testament to hopes and dreams –
most individual names and stock indexes only have
forecasts going out a few years.

At this point based on betting markets (data from
PredictIt.com), polling (data from Real Clear Politics),
Trump’s job approval ratings (Chart 19) and election
modeling, Biden’s odds of victory appear to be between
55% and 65% and a blue trifecta appears to be the most
likely outcome in November. In this scenario, we
believe the Democrats will prove more left-wing and
anti-corporate than the market currently expects. It
would also unleash pent up ideological and generational

Amazingly, all the earnings expected for Tesla during
this entire decade – and mind you, 2029 EPS
expectations are a tidy $101 while the Company’s most
7

forces in favor of redistributing wealth and restructuring
the economy (Chart 20).

to corporate earnings, particularly via higher tax rates
and a rise in labor’s share of national income.

Chart 19: November Election Outlook
Blue Lines: Democratic Odds & Red Lines: Republican Odds

First, reversing half of the decline in the top marginal
corporate tax rate, as the Biden campaign has proposed,
would directly strike at the earnings stream available to
common shareholders. Precisely quantifying that drop is
not easy. SPX constituents’ effective tax rates vary
widely, with only a small proportion paying the
statutory rate, and they do not disclose the federal
component of their tax bill. A simple back-of-theenvelope assumption is that the maximum net earnings
impact of the cut in the top marginal rate from 35% to
21%, beginning in 2018, was 21.5%. 3 Similarly, the
maximum net earnings impact of hiking the top
marginal rate to 28% from 21%, beginning in 2021,
would be -9%. 4
The actual change in the median tax rate following the
tax cuts was about half this estimate amount. In the two
years before the rate cut, excluding the fourth quarter,
2017 and its numerous one-time adjustments, the
median effective tax rate for SPX constituents was
around 28%; in the two subsequent years, excluding the
first quarter, 2018, the median rate has around 20%
(Chart 21). The change suggests that the tax cuts have
boosted median SPX earnings by about 11%. 5
Chart 21: Median S&P 500 Effective Tax Rate

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Chart 20: % Saying There Is Too Much Economic Inequity

Source: BCA Research

In addition to raising taxes, a Biden administration
would be considerably more friendly to labor than the
Trump administration. A Biden presidency would also
more than double the federal minimum wage to $15 per
hour for all workers over six years. These policies
would take a bite out of corporate profits by knocking
down profit margins.

Source: Pew Research Center

It is too simplistic to say that a Democratic president
backed by majorities in both houses of Congress would
be bad for the economy. We can, however, say that a
Biden victory would introduce a number of headwinds

3
4

While S&P 500 EPS may recover back to trend near the
$162 by the end of 2021 as analysts currently project,

5
After-tax earnings before the tax cut were 72 cents on the dollar (128%) = .72. After the tax cut, they rose to 80 cents (1-20%) = .80. 80 is
11.11% greater than 72.

0.79 (1-.21) is 21.5% greater than 0.65 (1-.35)
0.72 (1-.28) is nearly 9% less than 0.79 (1-.21)
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earnings would move lower in 2022. This is not at all
priced in analysts’ EPS expectations of $189 (Chart 22).

platform that government should take a greater role in
American life, Senate Republicans (and reportedly Vice
President Pence) want a smaller $1 trillion bill but will
capitulate in the face of a growing outbreak and any
related financial turmoil. It seems highly likely that
congress will pass a new relief bill before going on
recess August 10 – especially given the enhanced
unemployment benefits set to expire on July 31with
unemployment at exceedingly high levels (Chart 24).

Chart 22: S&P 500 Historic & Projected Earnings Per Share

Chart 24: Continuing Jobless Claims

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

As it stands, earning are collapsing and bankruptcies are
piling up. The SPX’s net debt to earnings ratio
excluding the financial sector has been climbing over
the past six years and stands at the highest since 2003.
Meanwhile, both stock and bond issuance have risen
this year while dividends have been cut and share
repurchases have plunged. All of this is negative from
the perspective of stock prices.

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Our strategy of being underweight stocks in general and
the largest technology and consumer discretionary
names in particular has caused our US equity allocations
to underperform the S&P 500 US stock market index.
We have also been underweight duration and corporate
bonds in our fixed income allocations which has been
an additional headwind as interest rates have plummeted
and risk assets have recovered.

Massive amounts of monetary stimulus works in the
near term because the money being pumped into the
financial markets needs to find a home. In the longer
term, assets must be supported by cash flow for gains to
be sustained. The recent runoff in Fed assets and
flattening of the SPX seem to validate this idea (Chart
23).

Ultimately, being cautious in an environment
characterized by recession, cratering corporate earnings,
accelerating bankruptcies, massive unemployment,
personal mobility falling off a cliff (Chart 25) and a
resurgence in Covid-19 cases and hospitalizations
backfired as speculative juices have taken a relatively
small group of large, high profile stocks and other risk
assets back to and in many cases beyond pre-Covid-19
levels is a few short months while driving valuations to
levels not seen in decades. At the same time, most of the
stocks that make up the US stock market are well below
their year-end 2019 levels.

Chart 23: S&P 500 and Fed Balance Sheet Assets

While no two market cycles are ever the same, scenarios
where a handful of high flying stocks account for all the
market gains being made have not ended well.

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

We expect volatility to escalate through the rest of the
year – particularly until election uncertainty lifts in
November. In the very near term, though, bipartisan
reflationary policy is overwhelming the Democratic
Party’s financial market-negative agenda and more is on
the way: President Trump wants another $2 trillion
Covid-19 relief package, House Democrats already
passed a $3.5 trillion package to reinforce their election

My biggest mistake was underestimating the extent to
which the Fed would respond to the crisis – in terms of
speed, size and scope – and framing my outlook for
what the Fed would do based on the its prior actions
around bear markets (Chart 26). Big mistake – huge.
For now, the Fed has engineered a heads I win, tails the
Fed bails us out investment environment.
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Have we reached the end of extraordinary monetary and
fiscal stimulus? The answer is no. Does that mean we
should jump on the bandwagon and load up on the high
flyers of the last few months? I don’t think so.

Given or expectation for elevated volatility in the
months ahead, we anticipate remaining cautious and
deploying our clients’ cash into areas of the markets that
present attractive value and we believe are less
vulnerable to disappointment on the economic/earnings/
policy/Covid-19 news fronts as we believe we are in for
a longer period of recovery than financial assets are
currently priced for.

Chart 25: Mobility Measures With 7-Day Moving Average

We thank you for your continuing confidence in these
difficult times. Please do not hesitate to contact me if
you would like to discuss our investment strategy as it
relates to your individual portfolio.

Brant Kairies
952-885-2732

Bob Farrell’s 10 Rules:

1. Markets tend to return to the mean over time
2. Excesses in one direction will lead to an opposite
excess in the other direction
3. There are no new eras — excesses are never
permanent
4. Exponential rapidly rising or falling markets usually
go further than you think, but they do not correct by
going sideways
5. The public buys the most at the top and the least at
the bottom
6. Fear and greed are stronger than long-term resolve
7. Markets are strongest when they are broad and
weakest when they narrow to a handful of blue-chip
names
8. Bear markets have three stages — sharp down,
reflexive rebound and a drawn-out fundamental
downtrend
9. When all the experts and forecasts agree —
something else is going to happen
10. Bull markets are more fun than bear markets

Source: Access Financial Services using Bloomberg Software & Data

Chart 26: Fed Excess Liquidity Around Bear Markets

Source: Variant Perception

My view is that most stocks are at levels that make a lot
more sense than the relatively few that have generated
the bulk of the stock market’s recovery. I also believe
that unsustainable rates of change will not be sustained.
In Bob Farrell’s words, rule number two says that
excesses in one direction will lead to an opposite excess
in the other direction. Most of the top performing stocks
have little margin for safety now and are therefore
vulnerable to the downside should sentiment toward
them change.
This doesn’t mean I believe that a significant decline is
imminent. It just means that risks have become elevated
and the risk/reward profile has become unattractive on a
forward looking basis.
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